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Pragmatic evaluation of aspects concerning validity and feasibility of  

the Mini Balance Evaluation System Test in a specialized rehabilitation setting* 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Impaired balance control and increased risk of falling are 
common challenges in neurological rehabilitation. In order to 
improve balance training and fall prevention interventions it is 
essential to use valid, clinically feasible and applicable 
assessments methods.  

The aim of the study was to evaluate aspects of validity and 
feasibility of the Mini Balance Evaluation System Test (Mini-
BESTest) for use in a specialized rehabilitation hospital. 
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  Agree  n (%) 

  1  I feel familiar with Mini-BESTest and my role as test leader 39 (73) 

  2  The test facilities and equipment satisfy my expectations  50 (94) 

  3  Test form is comprehensible and easily understood 41 (77) 

  4  The manual is comprehensible and easily grasped 44 (83) 

  5  It is easy to learn Mini-BESTest 50 (94) 

  6  The time spent in using Mini-BESTest is satisfactory  41 (77) 

  7  The test can be conducted by one person 23 (43) 

  8  The test parameters are relevant/appropriate for detecting balance 

 problems 
47 (89) 

  9  The items in Mini-BESTest provide valuable information about the 

 patient's functional level 
44 (83) 

10  I find that the total score for Mini-BESTest is consistent with the 

 patient's functional level 
44 (83) 

11  I can use test information from Mini-BESTest to customise a treatment 

 programme for the patient 
28 (53) 

Physiotherapists' assessment of feasibility of the Mini-BESTest (n = 53) 

The physiotherapists found that the Mini-BESTest provided 

relevant and valuable information, and was consistent with the 

functional level of the patient.  
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METHOD 
A cross-sectional design was applied. Data was collected as part 

of the regular assessment of dynamic balance in in-patients at 

Sunnaas Rehabilitation Hospital using Mini-BESTest. A total of 

29 PT’s tested 38 male and 21 female patients 20-76 years of 

age with  

− spinal cord injury (n=20)  

− traumatic brain injury (n=17)  

− acuired brain injury (n=9)  

− multiple injuries (n=6)  

− other neurological diagnosis (n=7) 

Fall history, fall-related psycological issues, and PT’s evaluation 

of the Mini-BESTest were surveyed by a structured 

questionnaire. 

CONCLUSION 

The Mini-BESTest proved to be a feasible clinical 

tool for assessing dynamic balance in a facility for 

specialized neurological rehabilitation. Two 

testers should be present when performing the 

test in patients with severe physical and /or 

cognitive impairment. The test should be 

supplemented with history of falls, fear of falling, 

diagnosis-specific data and data on activity and 

participation.  

The test was not able to identify fallers from non-

fallers in this mixed group of patients. Further 

research is needed in diagnosis specific groups.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULTS 
Walking aids were used by 33%, and 41% had fallen at least 
once the past year. The median score on the  
Mini-BESTest was 22 (1-28) points.  

There were no differences between fallers and non-fallers, 
between subjects with high or low fear of falling or between 
different patient groups. In dynamic balance a significant 
difference (p=<0.001) was found between patients with 
different degrees of ambulatory ability. 

 Some Mini-BESTest tasks 

Compensatory 

stepping correction 

Step over  

obstacles 

Stand on one leg Eyes closed, 

foam  surface 

Number of patients 

with the various 

total scores in the  

Mini-BESTest 

(n=59). 
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